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Welcome Spring!

It’s the perfect time visit us at
40 Westchester Avenue in
Pound Ridge, NY. Wittus has
some exciting products for
Spring 2017. The Shaker
stove is back in our collection
and we have one on our
showroom floor. We also
have a wide variety of
indoor and outdoor cook stoves and heating products. Come
in and take advantage of what Wittus has to offer this season.

Firebird Outdoor Grill

Our outdoor grill selection just got
more interesting, the Firebird grill is
back in our line up. Like the Phoenix
grill, the Firebird is designed by
Bent Falk from Denmark. The stove
body is made of corten steel, which
is known for its durability and when
exposed to the elements it turns a
rich reddish brown patina. The
curved shape acts as a funnel
directing the smoke up and away from the chef. See the entire
line of outdoor products on our website www.wittus.com.

How to Choose a New Stove

Choosing a new stove can be a challenging experience that
can go much smoother when you have
the right information from the start. The
experts at Wittus are here to help. Here
are sometime saving tips that can make
this task go smoothly.

Stove Buying Tips:
•

Spring is a good time to start
looking. It is a bit off season and you will have time to
make you decision at a leisurely pace. Chances are that
there will be plenty of openings for installers too.

•

Do take recommendations from your friends if they
already have a stove that they purchased from a
reputable source.

•

Do your homework regarding a stove’s heat output
credentials. You want to make the smart choice for the
amount of space you wish to heat in your home.

Stove News
One Stop Shopping with Style

“Modern, low-emission and energy-efficient single room
stoves are very versatile and flexible. In terms of both
appearance and heating technology, they can fit into every
design scenario, be it a classic, modern, or historic home.
Heating a home comfortably and efficiently can be achieved
with a wide range of stoves in different sizes, shapes, designs
and surface materials.”
~ISH 2017 Stove Showcase

Lugo Cook Stove

The Lugo cook stove from Romotop in
Czech Republic is a fine heating and
cooking product. The rounded
corners of the stove body add a soft
touch to an elegant design and offer
a beautiful addition to rooms that are
looking for a cooking feature. This
stove is made of high grade dark
gray steel with a natural stone
cladding. Stove dimensions: 58”h x
22”w x 19”d. See website for more details.

Shaker Celebration

The Shaker is a unique wood
burning stove. It has immense
contemporary
appeal
that
combines tradition and charm.
Designed by Antonio Citterio of
Italy with Toan Nguyen, the Shaker
design is based on American
Shaker style furniture. This stove
comes in two models: Shaker short
bench and Shaker long bench.
Both models include a right or left side door opening option.
This small but highly efficient heating machine is perfect for
modern and classic homes.

What’s New at Wittus
Its so exciting to have new
products
to
offer
our
customers. Just to mention a
few, the Stack ceramic wood
burning stoves from Italy, the
Lugo cook stove from Czech
Republic, and the Shaker stove
from Denmark. Take a look at our website to see the full
product offering and let us know if you need more
information.

